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The computer center wants your input, Page 9

Health services explains excuse policy
by SCOTT E. PARSONS
reporter

Students who are feeling under the
weather often use the Student Health
Services, but they shouldn't expect
this to be an excuse to miss class.
"We see anywhere from 50 to 80
people a day," Monica Fletcher, medical assistant at the health services,
said. The service . is free to full-time
students with a . $3 fee for prescriptions.
Some students have voiced their
concerns that the health services will
not give excuses for those who are in
the office when they should be in
class.
"We don't give ·excuses because "it
could be abused," Fletcher said.
"Some students would not attend
class and abuse the excuse."
Dr. Ross· Patton, director of health
services, said the health services
office gives a notification slip to anyone who ·is in the office for medical

Melissa Young

Although excuses are not written for

students, they can receive a notification slip to give their professors, but
It Is the professor's decision to
excuse the student for missing class.

attention when they are supposed to
be in class.
The notification slip is simply a
. piece of paper that has the student's
name and the date the student wail in
the health services office. At the bottom of the notification slip there is a
disclaimer that reads: "This notice is
not intended as an excuse for missing
class."
"We give these slips to students who
have missed a class because they
were waiting to be seen. It is up to the.
professor whether or not they excuse
the student for missing the class,"
Patton said.
Fletcher said the student health
pamphlet that is available on the
receptionist's desk and in orientation
packets also has, in bold letters,
"Excuses are not given for class."
"I have worked here for five years
·and I have never seen a student given
.an excuse," she said.
Student Health Services is funded
by students and some question

whether the policy is fair to students.
"I think it is very fair," Fletcher said.
"Like I said before, ther e are students
who would abuse it."
Students who need medical attention are advised to go to Student
Health Services with plenty of time to
spare. The pamphlet also states
"Student Health is a walk-in service
and waiting time may vary. So please
allow ample time for any visits."
Students needing medical attention
after the h ealth services are closed
are out of luck. "We have a limited
budget and cannot afford to stay open
late into the evening," Patton said.
"About three years ago, we used to
have a deal with a local emergency
room that would take students and
give them a discount, but we no longer
have that."
Student insurance is available to
students, h e said, and should cover
any after-hour medical needs. "It's
totally up to the student as to where
they want to go after hours."
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Waiting
Residents of Twin
Towers East wait for the
OK to return to their
rooms.
All dorms wert, cleared
Wednesday afternoon
after fire alarms sounded
about 3:30. Tom
Johnson, director of pub-
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lic safety, said a bomb
threat was received at the
Research and Economic
Development Center earlier that afternoon and
was then reported to
Residence Services.
A private organization
is Investigating the call,
Johnson said.

photo by Micmel Ellison

Outside SGA sponsors flood relief drive
by WHITNEY A. QIJEAUT
reporter
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Page edited by
Kerri M. Barnhart

as they can. for those in desperate need, he said. Both
non-profit organizations are
Students, faculty and staff taking all donations, includmay now work together to ing checks.
help flood victims recover
"I encourage all student
from their devastation and organizations, school adminlosses.
istrators and dorms to take
David L. Wickham, Hunt- participation in this very
ington graduate, said, "The spontaneous event," Wickstudent government associa- ham said. He said dorm floors
tion will be sponsoring a relief could compete in donating the
drive to assist those in our most supplies.
"We are in desperate need
area affected by the floods."
Wickham, Graduate School of all blankets, clothing, nonsenator, said the impromptu perishable items and esperelief drive began Monday cially cleaning supplies.
and will end Friday.
Diapers and other baby needs
The Salvation Army and the are in high demand as well,"
Red Cr oss are working very he said.
hard to collect as many items
Nawar W. Shora, student

body president, said, "Last
year, SGA sponsored a flood
drive for Marlington. SGA
sent students to the flooded
location to volunteer cleaning
flooded houses in the area
and it turned out to be very
successful."
Shora said SGA is working
with Kim Reece program specialist for student activities,
for the drive. Reece is helping
by leaving the faculty Audix
messages, asking them t o
donate to the Red Cross.
Shora said h e urged students to donate wha tever
they can to help.
Wickham said, ''The flood
has affected many students,
faculty and staff, and we need

to do stuff to help our community.
"I want people to realize the
devastation and do something
about it," Wickham said.
"If students, faculty and
staff can't participate with
SGA's relief drive, there are
other local organizations taking donations, such as
WOWK, WSAZ, WKEE,
WTCR, Red Cross, Kroger
and Salvation Army."
H e said there are drop
boxes by thP Mem orial
Student -Center cafeteria door
a nd in the SGA office (MSC
2W29) for donation s.
SGA will be t aking all donation s to the Sa lvation Army
this weekend, Wickham said.
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Which comes first, a chi.cken or ·a quail?

briefly
NEW YORK {AP) - A
judge removed the warring parents of "Home
Alone" star Macaulay
Culkin as guardians of
the child star's property.
State Supreme Court
Justice David Saxe replaced them with Macaulay's choice as guardian,
his longtime accountant
Billy D. Breitner.
Saxe also ruled Tuesday that some of Macaulay's $17 million can
be tapped to keep his
family from homelessness. Macaulay's parents, who have six other
children, were unable to
pay the rent on the family's three apartments.
The New York Post
reported
Wednesday
that Kit Culkin punched a
Post photographer in the
face Tuesday night when
he tried to take a picture
of the elder Culkin outside his Manhattan building. Police were investigating the alleged incident.
Macaulay earned up to
$8 million a movie after
starring in "1-iome Alone"
at age 10 in 1990.

SAN DIEGO (AP) - ·A sci- Balaban said. "But that's not
entist has found a way to true. We can put in cells that
implant the natural behavior · supply critical chemicals, but
of one animal into another we can't actually put in a new
species, creating a chicken that acts like a quail.
"It turns out there's a part
of the quail's brain that I can
transfer into a chicken that
makes the chicken move its
head like a quail when it's
crowing like a chicken," said
Evan Balaban, experimental
neurobiologist at San Diego's
N eurosciences Institute.
A chicken also sang like a
quail after Balaban transplanted cells from a part of a
quail's brain that dictates its
distinctive sound patterns.
Balaban's work, the result
of 12 years of research, was
published Tuesday in the
Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences.
The finding comes after
reports that scientists elsewhere have cloned sheep and
monkeys. President Clinton,
warning against playing God,
on Tuesday barred spending
federal money on human
cloning.
Balaban's research is supported with corporate and private grants, and is not considered cloning.
He added that cross-species
experiments with humans are
unlikely.
"People had hoped that we
scientists could put cells into
a·brain to restore a behavior,"

nerve circuit to restore a behavior that doesn't work anymore."
·
The best hope is that some

day scientists can change remaining cells of people with
brain injuries to improve
their quality of life, he said.

Ride The Bus
Marshall
Vote for
Election March 3• 6

Goodbye, tax forms. Hello,Telefilel
.._i,

Tlti1 year, • illio11 will file
tax retlm ~ ,,,.,, 11in9 Teiefile, • fr11 semce f,.. .._ IRS. Tit, call is _easy
an~ refu•,, are fast. Check y11r • 1il fer a Telefile Mtklet.
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Internal Revenue Service

.ATTENTION MARSHALL STUDENTS!
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What is a Physical
Therapist
Assistant?
Sponsored By:

Marshall Community and Technical
College PTA Program
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IN STUDENT ELECTIONS MARCH 3 - 6

YOUR VOTE GIVES YOU UNLIMITED USE OF THE TTA BUS SYSTEM FOR
$10.00 PER SEMESTER!

YOUR VOTE GIVES YOU SPECIALLY DESIGNED BUS SERVICE TO MEET
THE TRANSPORTATION NEEDS YOU DEFINE!

YOUR VOTE GIVES YOU RELIEF FOR YOUR PARKING DAY BLUES
MORE BUS RIDERS MEANS
MORE PARKING PLACES ARE AVAILABLE

Guest Speaker:

YOUR VOTE

MEANS CHEAP TRANSPORTATION TO/FROM CAMPUS

PTA students

YOU.RVOTE

MEANS EQUAL ACCESS TO PARATRANSIT
FOR DISABLED RIDERS

•••
Tuesday, March 18
4:00 - 6:00p.m.
Harris Hall 130
696-3008 or 696-3353

Adult abuse to be a felony
CHARLESTON, -W.Va. (AP) -A bill that would make it a
felony to abuse vulnerable adults has passed the House
of Delegates. The bill, which goes to the Senate, defines
a vulnerabl' adult as one who is physically or mentally
incapable of taking care of himself. Abuse can be physical or sexual, and includes neglect.
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Flaw may 'bug' some computer·users
SEATTLE (AP) - Microsoft
Corp. programmers were
working around the clock to
fix a flaw in its Internet
Explorer browser that could
allow a Web site operator to
secretly run programs or ruin
files in someone else's computer.
.
The company said Tuesday
a remedy, which Internet
Explorer users could download from its World Wide Web
site, should be available
Wednesday.
"Microsoft is doing everything they can," said spokeswoman Dawn Leonetti. "They
don't want to put out a bug fix
that's buggy."
Microsoft said it had no
reports from .customers of
security breaches.
But company officials consider the flaw a serious problem because 'i t potentially
could allow an electronic
attacker to bypass the browser's security system and
severely damage software
stored on a computer's hard
drive.
·

Microsoft, which disclosed
the problem Monday after it
was discovered late-last week
by a university student, ·
immediately assigned a team
of prpgrammers to come up
with a solution, said P-aul
Balle, a product manager. for
Microsoft's Internet Explorer
team.
Balle said late Monday that
Microsoft hoped to have. a
remedy posted to the company's Web· site within hours,
but company officials later ·
backed off that time frame.
Internet Explorer is used by
millions of people worldwide
to access the Web.
The program, which has
been offered free by Microsoft,
is the company's key Internet
product and is designed to
work with. a wide variety of
Mi~rosoft's business and consumer software programs.
Microsoft estimates it has a
25 percent to 30 percent share
of the browser market, behind
Nets~ape Communications
Corp.'s Navigator program.
Officials at Netscape, Mic-

.._.________

rosoft's bitter rival, said their
product did not ~ave the
security flaw.
Balle said ·the flaw is only
found in Internet Explorer
versions 3.0 and 3.01 for the
Windows 95 and Windows NT
4.0 operating systems.
It does not affect users of
Internet Explorer 3.0 or 3.0a
for Windows 3.1 or Internet
Explorer for Apple Macintosh
versions 2.1, 3.0 or 3.0a.
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LAS VEGAS (AP) - . He's been arrested, searched,
charged with a felony and now 9-year-old Jeremy Anderson is headed for trial - all because he wrote his name in
wet cement.
An innocent plea was entered Tuesday for Jeremy, who
is charged with malicious destruction of property valued at
more than $5,000.
In Nov~mber, Jeremy and some of his friends were on
their way home from school when a construction worker
asked if they wanted to write their names in a freshly
poured cement sidewalk, Jeremy says. He and his friends
wrote their names and made hand and footprints.
A few weeks later, the contractor contacted, Jeremy's
mother, Barbara Anderson, saying she owed $11,000 to
redo the sidewalk. She refused.
Ms. Anderson forgot about the conversation until Jan. 28,
when Jeremy didn't come home on the school bus. His
school said police had taken Jeremy and they couldn't
reach her at work.
In Nevada, police can legally arrest anyone 8 years and
older for a crime, and property crimes above $5;000 are
considered felonies. The other children weren't charged
because they are younger than 8.
Cranford Crawford, a~sistant director of Family and
Youth Services, said children are stripped down to their
underwear and searched during booking at Juvenile Hall.
Jeremy doesn't quite understand why he is in trouble, but
said he knows it's "for the sidewalk."
"He's not a behavioral problem. He's never done anything wrong .... It's a tragedy actually, and it can h13ppen to
anybody's child," Ms. Anderson said.
·
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ONLY
Valid at participating ston,s only,
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our drivers carry less than $20.00. LTD DEL-AREA. Hurry· Ends soon.

TWO LARGE
MEGA DEAL PIZZAS

. $1399
ONLY

.

Valid at participating ston,s only.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our drivers carry less than $20.00. LTD DEL-AREA. Hurry - Ends soon.

MEDIUM PIZZA - N - WINGS
1 MEDIUM 1 TOPPING PIZZA
1 ORDER
.
10 BUFFALO WINGS
only

ss.99.

Valid at participating stores only. Customer pays sales tax
wnere applicable. Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Ltd. Del. Area
ires 3/31/97

LAIT NIGHT PIZZA BREAK

99
ONLY$5

ONE LARGE - ONE TOPPING PIZZA

PROFESSOR NOID•
Says You Can't Beat That Domino's $7.99 Mega Deal!
But You Better Hurry - These Are Limited Time Specials!

CHOOSE THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST.
Valid at panic:ipatlng ltOAIS, 7PM • 12 Midnight only.
Customer pays sales iax wt.. appic:able. Our drlY9I$ cany less
than $20.00. LTD DEL-AREA. Hurry- Ends

soon.
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e want to get someone this time who

has a commitment to building a program at
Marshall and not necessarily someone who Is
Just looking for the next Job."
-University President J. Wade Gilley, during the
1996 search for a new head basketball coach
Page edited by Dan Londeree
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Students deserve
to knovv the truth
Gathering information is always a tough task. When
something happens, we look for sources of information.
Who is connected with the situation? Who is in charge?
Who is going to know the details?
When the fire alarms in every residence hall went off
Wednesday afternoon, and students were stuck outside
their rooms, we searched for someone who would know
what was going on. We called tt:ie MUPD office, and
were told that the MUPD had pulled all the fire alarms.
We asked to talk to Captain James Terry, and were told
· that he was out dealing with the situation, and that he
would call us back. He never called.
None of the resident directors or resident advisors
were allowed to tell us what had happened, so the
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ search continued.
Next on the list
was C.T. Mitchell,
director of university
relations. He told us
he had no idea what
had happened, and
referred us to Terry.
Back to the drawing
Marshall University officials should be up front
board.
with the student media. It
All we were lookis our job to keep stu~
ing for was a simple
dents informed, and
explanation. Stusilence only starts
dents deserve to
rumors and hides truth.
know why they were
forced to stand out..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____. side their dwellings

W.ve. ~ ~ "t\ol~'T MY tOUR Lim.& ~ILOPSN WILL ONE. ~V LNE l'-' ~ N~Tf°"1
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for a half an hour on a rainy day, when they could be
sleeping or studying.
Finally, Tom Johnson, director of public safety, gave
us some information we could use. He told us there was
a bomb threat received at the Research and Economic
Development Center between 1 and 2 p.m., and said
university officials made the decision to evacua_
t e the
dorms. Aside from Johnson, the sources weren't talking.
They may have their reasons. This may be fodhe
safety ~f the students . It is possible that there is a perfectly good explanation for the silence we encountered.
Still, the students should be informed. University officials need to keep this in mind when they hold their
tongues after a major event.

Volume 98 • Number 75
The Parthenon, Marshall University's student
newspaper, is published by students Tuesday
through Friday.
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'Parking Queen' is history,
students have an advocate

"Hey Joe," Bob said as he poked
his head in my office door.
"Morning Bob. How was your
visit with your parents last weekend?"
"It was great. I finally have
clean underwear."
I grimaced. "Mom's Laundry
Service, huh?"
"Yep, they took me to the grocery store and gave me money
as well. You know, it was just
great to see therii again.
Bob smiled. "Everything was
great, except for this." He produced a parking ticket.
Spocking an eyebrow, I said,
"Ahhhhhhh."
"So, Joe, where do I go to pay ,
this?"
'Well, there are boxes in various locations around campus. Or
you can go to the Bursar's office
in Old Main:
"That seems simple enough.
You know, why coul~n't they
have told me that in the parking
office?"
"You went to the parking
office?"
"Yeah, I went over and

explained to the parking lady that
my parents had just parked a
second to help me in with my
groceries we had bought, and
when they came out, there was a
ticket on their car. Thye lady said
there was nothing she could do
and handed me a form that I
needed to fill out if I wanted to
appeal the ticket."
"Well, Bob, that's how it works."
"Ok, I can handle that, but why
was she so hateful to me?"
"I don't know."
"Why can't I just pay it there?"
"You know, that's a curious
question, Bob."
. "That other lady at the parking
office was always very nice to
me. You know, she just really
seemed to care about the students."
"Bob, it sounds like you're talking about Frieda. She always
seemed to keep students from
rioting and storming the parking
office. The good news is that the
parking office. The good news is
that the parking office now has
some teal leadership, Tom
Johnson."
"Oh yeah, I remember you talk·
ing about him."
"Tom Johnson is very student

focused, student oriented and
he's trying to make everything as
user-friendly as possible. Rather
than whining about past mistakes, the students should be
grateful that they have an advocate now and the rule of the
Queen of Parking is over."
"Huh?"
I just smiled, and Bob left,
shaking his head in bewilderment.

,ir.rv1EW
the Parthenon welcomes
letters to the editor concerning issues of interest to the
Marshall community. Letters
must be limited to 250 words,
typed, signed and include a
phone number, hometown,
class rank or other title verification. the Parthenon
reserves the right to edit letters for potential libel or
space. Longer guest columns
also will be considered.
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1V1arshall makes use of the_, telephone
by ANDREA SELLS

reporter
Scheduling. Ali students have to
deal with it some time or another.
MILO, Marshall Information Liaison
Online, is a touch-tone registration
system students can use to register
for classes.
Gary Weis, senior analyst at the
Computer Center. said MILO Is a very
difficult service to monitor because it
is hard to get any feedback from students.
"We want to know how the students
feel about MILO, 1f it's useful or if
there are any improvements we can
make," Weis said. "The system is all
comptiter-operated so no one is actually speaking one-on-one. It's hard to
know what the students think about
the service."
Chris M. Hagy, print journalism
major, said that there is both a positive and negative side to MILO.
"M ILO is very beneficial. It prevents
the hassle of backed up lines at the
registrar," Hagy said. "On the negative side, though, the availability of
open lines on MILO could be
increased. They need to upgrade the
system to handle more incoming calls
so when people do call they won I get
a busy signal."
MILO registration hours are 6 a.m.
to 9 p.m., Monday through Friday and
1 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Sundays. Kendy
N. Herald, biology maior, thinks that
these hours should be extended.
"I like MILO because I don't have to

drive all the way down to campus to
register, but I do wish they were
opened 24 hours
because It would
be a lot more convenient," Herald
said.
According to the
Spring ·97 schedule. students on
academic probation who are currently enrolled are
not eligible to register by telephone.
Richard A. Dick,
undecided, is not
too happy about
that policy.
"They should let everyone register
through MILO," Dick said. "Just
because you are on probation doesn't
mean you can't schedule your own
classes."
Only1 o minutes is designated to
complete the call, according to the
telephone registration worksheet.
The system will warn the caller when
the time limit is almost up. If the
classes are not confirmed before the
time limit. all information entered will
be deleted.
Andrea R. Anderson, sports medicine maior. d1sl1kes the time limit.
"It seems like as soon as you get
through your time is up and you have
to hang up. Other than that . MILO is
very helpful."
MILO can be accesscj at G%MILO or 1-800-696-MILO.

by RANDY BURNSIDE
reporter -

said. " We are thrilled about this."
Brooks said that the library catalog was accessible on campus
·111rough the hobblr system in the
past, .but there were no graph~s
and only Marshall users could \ og
on.
Hundreds of libraries across the
. nation have this capability, but
Marshall Libraries are the first in
the state to employ this type of
system.
" You can search from anywhere
and get full graphics, no other
academic library in the- state has
that capability," Brooks said.
The system works like a web
search engine. A user can conduct a search using a word or
phrase, a combination, or an
expert search.
The computer then searches
through authors, subjects, titles,
call numbers, and general words
in the library's holdings and lists
matches. The screen will then disbe accessed via the internet.
play the call numbers and locaMonica G. Brooks, head of tions of the requested materials.
Images and full text periodicals
administrative services and technology fpr Marshall Libraries, said are accessible with links that take
that Gateway will be a tremendous you directly to online items.
The system also includes interadvantage for students and faculty.
active submission forms for
"Students can look for a book ordering Interlibrary Loans fr.om
and find it from their home and the M_orrow Library, the Health
even ask librarians for help Science Library, and the West
Virginia Graduate College Library.
through their computer," Brooks

Marshall's academic 'fibraries are the
first in Wttst '(irgijnia
to pro"iJde.,.,f i.llf'Wgrla
Wide Web access to
a library' ci talog,_
A new additi'ori to
library computing
services allows people from anywhere
in the world to
access resources in
Marshall's libraries.
The Virtua Web
Gateway was implemented on February
19 and it provides
internet access with full graphics
to Marshall · Integrated Library
Electronic Services (MILES), the
library's on-line catalog.
MILES includes over 400,000
books, serials, government documents, maps, scores, sound
- recordings, images, on-line journals and other materials that can
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Try 04r new Better Thin Thin Crust Pizza!
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Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m. - 12:30 a.m. Fri. & Sat. 11 a.ni. - 1:30 a.m. Sunday Noon - 11 :30 p.m.

Barbo-ursville
736-7272

1525 9th Av·enue
525-7222
PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA

:I

•I

1 Large
14t• Pizza

i $5.99
I
I
I
I

.

.I
I
I

+TAX

Additional Toppings Extra
Not valid with any other offer

L--------------~
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·
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THURSDAY Special
·.
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·

CAMPUS COMBO
I
I I

:·
I
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I
I
I
I

•
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-+TAX

Additional Toppings E:xtra
Not valid with any other offer

I
I
I
I

L---------------~

1 Large .1 item,
1 order.of breadsticks
and 2 12oz. cans of
Coke, Sprite or Diet Coke ·

Additional Toppings Extra
Not valid with any other offer

L--------------~
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Athlete transler policy up to.Gilley
Thumbs up,

thumbs down
'for Tommy
by MELISSA D. CUPPETT
reporter

Tommy, they heard you.
A sold-out crowd filled the
Keith-Albee Theatre last
week as "Who's Tommy"
rocked with guitar riffs and
rolled with a variety of characters.
But did the Broadway version of an almost 30-year-old
rock opera leave Its crowd
wowed? The opinion is mixed,
but generally, yes.
"It was a lot better than I
thought it was gonna be," K.
Michelle Haynes, St. Albans
junior, said.
"I've heard a lot about it
and wanted to see exactly
what it was," she said, adding
that she "enjoyed it immensely."
Others who were more
familiar with the story liked
the show as well.
The theatrical version was
"much better" than the movie,
Jonna N. Crow, Ona freshman, said.
Rebekah
A.
McBee,
Wheeling freshman who saw
"Tommy" on Broadway years
ago, said the rock opera was
"better the second time ...
because I understood more."
Not everything about the
show was liked, however.
Thoµgh he enjoyed the performance itself, Parsons said,
the · words were "hard to
understand" because the
sound quality wasn't very
good.
Brian T. Johnson, senior
from Suffok, Va., said he
"really· didn't care for" the
show.
Johnson had "heard and
knew something about" the
rock opera and was interested
in seeing it, but was disappointed when it wasn't what
he had expected.
Out of respect or adoration,
a seemingly content crowd
greeted the actors with a
standing ovation at the end of
the show.

By SARAH E. RIFFLE
reporter

an existing policy in NCAA regulations,
Bob Pruett, head football coach said.
"We are just trying to discourage stue are just trying
The Athletic Department's studentdents from following coaches to universities with maybe a little more glitter."
athlete transfer policy is now on the desk .
to discourage students
of President J.Wade Gilley following pa·sStudents are also given an appeal polsage late last month by the Faculty
icy if the. student-athlete is denied the
from following coaches
release to transfer to another institution.
Senate.
·
One amendment stated that releases
Marshall will inform the student in writusually will not be granted to a studenting if the request is denied, according to
to universities with
athlete who wishes to transfer and comthe policy. The student-athlete has 15
pete for a school that is scheduled to
working days to appeal the decision.
maybe a little more glitA hearing committee will have a faculcompete against Marshall in the . stuty representa~ive as chairperson. Other
dent-athlete's sport.
ter."
The other amendment states that
members will. be the dean of students,
releases will not be granted to a studentthe ---chairperson of the Athletic
athlete who wishes to transfer and comCommittee, president of the student
- Bob Pruett,
pete for a school who has employed a
body, and the vice president of academic
football coach
affairs, according to.the policy.
coach who previously coached the student-athlete at Marshall.
The appeals hearing will be within a~
least 10 woi:king days after th.e request
These amendments were added to the
for the hearing. The decision of the,comAthletic Department's Policy on Transfer
by Student Athletes. The policy states would have to submit a written request mittee is final, according to the policy.
The last clause of the appeal policy
that the athletic director and the univer- to the athletic director and the president
sity would assess the interests of the would have the authority to determine if states that the hearing is a private matumversity and of the athlete when an a release would be granted, according to ter between the university and the stuthe policy.
·
dent and will be closed to the public and
athlete wishes to transfer.
This
policy
is
an
attempt
to reinforce the media.
Student-at~etes wanting to transfer

•
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Come to Christ Temple's Youth Service

7Jue .7o dprin_y 2Jred .7£eUn :Rrardial/:l?oo,n

Saturday, March 8 at 7 p.m.

millbe closer/from ?J(arc£JOtli- J4t/i.

Contemporary music, skits, guest speaker
1208AdamsAvenue

·

522-7421

•
iCet

C.."9

✓Health Club

>-~ -✓Dishwasher ·

~

~-

We millreopen on :lKardint/imitlia
c5I. ::Palrd'.s 1Jayc5pecialfrom I lam - 1:30pm.
~erva1IQ(].f ~e✓, 2Ju1 Xo1!l?eruiretl

696-3115

~ ✓Security Design

1655 6thAve.
529-3902

✓Furnished

✓2 BR ~ 2 Baths
✓Res. Manager

Celebrate
Spring!
Donate Plasma
NOW and earn
our new fees
paid.according
to body weight.
-PLUSYour donations earn you a chance
to win BIG PRIZES given away
March 22-28.
We'll be giving away bicycles,
candy and cash!!

C.mlrees
Carved Com ed Beef Brisket
Irish Beef Stew
Chicken -Shamrock Style
(Alfredo u;itli Snap Peas & Garlic)

7/ccompanimenls
Braised Cabbage with Crunway
Steamed Carrots, Onions & Celery
Oven Roast Red Potatoes
\Valnut Rice

doups
Vegetarian Vegetable
Shrimp Bisque

'Jorlay's c5alad
Chef Salad with Choice of Dressing

'Joday 's d andwicb
Chicken Salad in a Pita Pocket
with Cup of Fruit

7fssorled7/B a C arle 7>esserls
$1.75

I

Come join the fun!

'?riciny
ONE ENTREE ... $4.95

f O( ~ iMfO~~ATio,J ~

1:~l)O-t62 ·"l:7£Lf)

'l:f.,,,
.......
c.~
"'~"',.,_.,.~-,-~ ,..i

~~oe....lf,v~

~

Come visit us!
Bigger & closer to campus'

551 21st. St.
529-0028

nvo ENTREES ... $5.95

With Salad Bar ...... $5.95 With Salad Bar ...... $6.95
SOUP & SALAD BAR . .. . ...... .. ....... ..... .. . . . ... . $4.50
SANDWICH & SALAD .............. ....... .... ..... $4.95
VEGETARIAN .. . . ..... .... .... . . .......... ............. $4.95
One :Jleuerage 9 ncfu cfecfw,lfj:J/(e-afs

_
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Science Building cooling system to be upgraded
by KENT P. CASELLA
reporter
·

Science Building upgrades
are a step closer to starting.
University planners said ·
the selection of a contractor
for the project is nearly complet~.·
The university has received
expressions of interest from
engineering
firms
for
improvements to,the ventilation and air conditioning systern in the SB, said Dale
Allman, 'director of the physicalplant.
A university selection committee, consisting of representatives from facilities
planning and the physical
plant, reviewed all the applicants and chose the two most
qualified to return for formal
interviews, Allman said.

He declined to specifically
identify the two remaining
firms· until · the · committee's
_final deci$ion is announced
later this month.
' Allman ·did say one firm is
from the Charleston area'a:nd·
the : other . is 'from -the
Columbus, Ohio, area.
· After a firm is selected,
planners will immediately
enter into negotiations. to set
a price for a project analysis,
Allmaa118id. .
The finrr is- to· conduct a
complete analysis of the project, determining the resource
requirements and the overall
construction
situation,
Allman said. The results and
estimates are then reported
to university officials.
"The estimates firms give
are usually pretty accurate,"
Allman said.

He said the -·interview
process res11lts in the selection of the ·• best · qualified
firms, so cost estimates are
usually within two or three
percent ofactual project costs.
"The biggest problem with ·
' the greenhouse has been the
temperature control," said Dr. ·
Marcia B. .Harrison, a,ssociate
professor · of biological sciences. "We have -come to the
point . where we can't do
research in -there. [because ofl
· the·.large ,t eQlperature fluctuations." ·

Allman said he is optimistic
that construction will begin
this summer.
The contractor analysis and
conSt ruction work will be paid
for with state building r~newal funds, Allman said.

i
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EDGE SALUTES MEN'S INTRAMURAL EXCELLENCE

CURRENT PRESIDENT CUP
POINT STANDINGS
THROUGH MARCH 3, 1997

FRATERNITY
DMSION

WOMENS
DIVISION
·
-

Alpha Tau Omega 940
Alpha Sigma.Phi 934
Pi Kappa Alpha 851
Sigma Phi Epsilon 589.5
Pi Kappa Phi 265 ·
Lambda Chi Alpha 117 -

Phi
Mu 290 .
PROWL 259
Alpha·Xi ~elta 192
Delta l.e(a 137
-Holderby 125

-opffllJIVISJON _
· Wilttcat&;. ·-61l.. --.

Wtldcats 106 ·

Resident Services 473
6th Avenue 434
Lifeguards 271
PROWL 212
Independents 87
Hoopty 75
Undecided 60

.

_g TIW. 112
4-TRW~ '11,l.

State ·-medical school
recruits new students
.

.

.

,

by KAREEM W. SHORA
reporter

Stu<f;ents wanting to
attend medical school were
recently introduced to
osteopathic 'medicine.
A representative from
the West Virginia School of
Osteopathic
Medicine
(WVSOM) vftlited •l:ampus
Monday, March 3.
Shannon Warren, admissions . counselor
for
WVSOM, said she visits
campus once in the spring
semester and once in the
fall to recruit students.
"Although.we are in eom._petition - with Marshall's
medical school . in the
recruitment of students,
they have always wel- ·
corned us here," Warren
said. , "We like tQ bring
lunch for our potential students and discuss their
application process as well
as introduce our school to
students."
Although ah osteopathic
physician (D.O.) may specialize, osteopathic medical schools emphasize
training students to be primary care physicians.
_D .O.'s practice a whole
person approach to medicine, according to information provided by WVSOM.
"The main difference
between a D.O. and an
M.D. is the philosophy,"
Warren said . . "We. focus
ipore on preventive care ·
witli a large emphasis on
the muscµloskeletal system." ,
. Billy A. Martin, Hunt-

ington graduate ·student,
has been admitted to
WVSOM. He will be
attending the school in the
fall.
"I chose the osteopathic
school because it gives you
additional training on the
musculoskeletal system ·
over an M:D.," Martin
said.
Practicing D.O.'s use
their hands in a procedure
known as osteopathic
manipulative treatment
(OMT) to diagnose injury
and illness in combination
with the general medical
procedures used by an
M.D., according to information
provided
by
WVSOM.
D.O.'s and M.D:'s both
attend four years of medical school.
WVSOM has 261 students, 41 of whom are
Marshall
graduates,
Warren said. There arE.
only 12 osteopathic medical schools in the country.
"Last year we accepted
nine
students
from
Marshall," she said. "Our
total class size is 65."
WVSOM, located in
Lewisburg, was chartered
in 1972 with the first class
· consisting of 36 students.

RESIDENT
DIVISION
6th Holderby 550
Hodges 151
13 TTF110 TIE 86

. GIVE US TIME TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.

After just three years in
the Army, your college loan
could be a thing of the past.
' Under the Army's Loan
Repayment program, each
year you serve on active duty
reduces yourindebtedness by
one-third or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater, up to a
$55,000 limit.
This offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans
and.certain other federally insured loans which are not
in default.
And this is just the first of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole story from your Army
Recruiter.

304-529-4111
0 1996 S .C. Johnton & Son. inc. Al rtgt'ltl ~

.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN-BE:

- ·
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Impact of Flood '97
hits MU community
by ERIN E. GILKERSON
reporter

The ·flood of'97 hit home for
one Marshall student. Tamara L. Endicott, Denton, Ky. ;
junior, a nd her 9-year-old
daughter, Tessa, were completely flooded out of house
and home, Endicott ex- .
plained.
"I haven't been able to see
the house yet," Endicott said.
"I a m only going by the
reports that my n eighbors are
giving me after they go by my
house in their boats."
The family did not stay in
their home Friday night, she
said. "I think it was God's
will that my daughter and I
were not at home Friday
night or we would have been
stuck in our home Saturday
morning."
Endicott's daughter is a
third-grader at Hitchens
Elementary. "Tessa's school is
completely flooded," Endicott
said. "I'm sure the school will
not be open for at least a couple more weeks."
"My daughter knows that
the water is in the house,"
Endicott explained. "I just
don't think she is comprehending it. She thinks that
mommy can just go home and
clean it all up."
Endicott said that a majority of the family's belongings
were probably destroyed in
the water. "All of our camera
equipment was left out on the
floor, my brand new computer

I

r
r

f

will be ruined and all_ of my
work on my r esearch paper
will be destroyed." -;,,Endicott said that she tried
to see the damage done to her
home Saturday and Sunday
but she could n ot get in . "The
National Guard has set up
posts and they are not letting
anyone through," she said.
Endicott said that all three
routes to her house have now
been closed.
Endicott exf>lained that she
is very concerned about her
female dog and her two puppies that were left at the
house.
"My neighbors are go-ing
over in a boat and feeding the
dogs for me, but I'm afraid
that something will happen to
them."
Endicott and her family are
staying at ·her father's home
in the town of Grayson. "My
house just sits in a flood
plain," Endicott said. "The
front portion of my house sits
lower than the back portion
so it's hard to tell how much
damage has been done."
Endicott said that she does
not know if it's better or not
that she hasn't seen her home
yet. "I am just living in a fog
of denial," Endicott said with
tears in her eyes. "I am just
really afraid."
Endicott explained that her
major··concern is how the family is going to start all over
after the damage. "I'm really ·
concerned about how we are
going to get back on our feet."

RESLINE features an English
film with a Scottish accent

11

·

Have you voted yet?
There's still time.
9:30 a.m. until 9 p.m., MSC
Today is your last chance!
The Office of Judicial Affairs
is now accepting applications for ·

I

1·

Page edited by Sherrii Richardson

NAVY

STUDENT JUSTICES
STUDENT ADVOCATES
1997 - .1998

LET THE
JOURNEY BEGIN

The Parthenon
Marshall University's Student Newspaper,
welcomes applications for summer
and fall editorial positions:

l!N!FORMA'l'l!ON MEE'l'l!NGS:
(choose one)

1-800-USA-NAVY
www. n~yyjobs.com

BULLETIN

EDITOR
MANAGING .EDITOR, NEWS EDITOR,
WIRE EDITOR, SPORTS EDITOR,
LIFESTYLES EDITOR
PHOTO EDITOR, ONLINE EDITOR
DEADLINE 4 p.m. Thursday, March 27

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
. March 18, 1997
March 19, 1997
4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
-Alumni-Lounge
Alumni LoungeMemorial Student Center

You.can aiso join The Parthenon as a computer guru,
graphic artist, editorial cartoonist, columnist, news,
sports/feature writer, photographer. Explore
journalism by working with the student newspaper.
Requirements are a willingness to.learn newswriting
style, absolute accuracy and a sense of responsibility.

For Applications and Information, Contact:
Judicial Affairs Linda Rowe, Director
2W31 Memorial Student Center 304-696-2495

All persons are encouraged to apply by calling 696-2736, SH315.
The Parthenon is an Affirmative Action EOE
and welcomes diversity.

sPat'N'&DI

Page edited by Kerri M. Barnhart
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Computer·users can give opinions, insight
by SCOTT E. PARSONS
reporter

Students who have had
problems with the computer
facilities have an opportunity
for their voices to be heard.
The 'lbtal Quality Management Committee for the university computing services
will hold its first public meeting March 18 from 3:30 to
4:30 p.m. in Corbly Hall 104.
The meeting will provide a
forum for public discussion of
policies and procedures governing university computing
facilities.
Dr. Jamil M . Chaudri, computer science professor and
member of TQM, said the
meeting's success depends on
students, faculty and staff.
"We were instructed by Jan
Fox, vice-president of academic affairs, to hold a public
meeting to get feedback from
users of the computer facilitj.es," Chaudri said. "We want

to know how people feel about there are no problems and we
the laboratories."
will no longer have the meetAccording to Chaudri, no ings on a public basis,"
one knows how satisfied Chaudri said.
users of the computer facili"The committee doesn't
ties are. "The purpose of the want to spend time fretting
meeting is to hear users' com- about something when it isn't
ments, both good and bad," really important to the
Chaudri said.
users," Chaudri said. "That is
"If a student or faculty why we need to have the pubmember thinks the computer lic feedback. We want to know
centers are great, then we what's bothering them."
want to know. If a student or
The agenda for the fi.rst
faculty member thinks they meeting is to provid€ users an
are terrible, then we want to opportunity to voice their
know that also. Even if they opinions on the university
don't have an opinion, we computer servic~s, outline the
want to know."
process for future computer
Chaudri said the meetingis users' meetings, and discuss
going to be in "town hall" changes in computing serstyle and everyone in atten- vices and results of user satisdance will be given an equal factioq. surveys.
"The survey is very imporopportunity to speak. But if
no one shows up, then the tant," Chaudri said. The surmeetings may not continue.
vey asks participants what
"If we only have five or six they think of certain things in
people out of 13,"000 enrolled the computing facilities.
students then we will assume With this, TQM will outline a
that everyone is happy and process by which they can

......
Partfiijon
""'--"'
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MARSHALL STUDENTS

18137thAve. 1 Br, 1 bath,central
heat, W/0, carpet, No pets. $365
per month + util. + DD + lease.
Call 867-8040

classifie

ATTENTION
COLLEGE
STUDENTS Would you like to

retire before you're 30? It's
possible! Call John for interview
at 304-926-6488.

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

for Summer & Fall 1 and 2 BR
furnished apts. 7th Avenue Apts.
Utils paid. Offstreet parking. Call
525-1717

NATIONAL PARK Employment

furn kitchen, no pets no
waterbeds. $300 per month +
utll. & DD. Call 733-4366.
FURNISHED 2 BR apt. large LR,
carpet, A/C, parking, laundry
facility. $450/month + DD. 1 year
lease. 1739 6th Ave. 522-1843

CONDO RENTAL April S.:12

Condo at luxurious Resort/
Country Club in Kissimmie, Fl.
Sleeps 8 3 BR, 2 Bath. Health
club, tennis, etc. 1&minutes from
Disney Resort. Call 614-5331104.
HOUSE FOR RENT Near MU
Medical School. 4 BR, with
furnished kitchen. Utll. paid. Very
spacious and clean. No pets. No
waterbeds. Available mid April.
. $1200 per month+ DD. Call 5235620.

RENT 2 BR apt. Ideal for 1 or 2
people. $300/single or $350/
double. Near campus. Call Glen,
697-2432 or Karen, 697-7058.
MARSHALLCAMPUS2-3-4BR
apts. Furnished Call 523-3764
or528-7958
SOUTHSIDE AREA apt. 2 BR,
kitchen tum, newly remodeled,
A/C, $400/mo + DD 522-6239

Work in America's National
Parks, Forests, & Wildlif&
Preserves. Our materials
uncover rewarding opportunities
in the outdoors. Call 1-206-9713620 ext. N53464 CNe are a
_research&publishingcompany.)
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID
Student Financial Services
profilesover200,000+ individual
scholarships, grants, loans, &
fellowships-from private &
government funding sources. A
Must For Anyone Seeking Free
Money for College. 1-800-2636495-Ext. F53467.
$1500 weekly potentiSJ mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Begin now. For more
info cal 301-429-1326.

RESEARCH WORK or term

papers written by professional
lbrarlan. Fast and efficient. Call
614-532-5460 for info.

Now Hear This! .Music & More.
1101 4th Ave. 522-0021
the PARTHENON MU STUDENT ~EWSP~PER

696-3346

Results of this survey will be presented at the Computer
Users meeting March 18 at 3:30 in CH 104. Completed
forms can be dropped off at collection boxes in each of the
labs or mailed to Chaudri, CH 312.

Total number of computers available on campus
for studenUclass· use:

D

have references. WIii research
your topic electronlcally. Get
some sleep students, I work on
a per project basis. Hrs. 11 am4 pm weekdays. Reasonable
rates 697-1197. Asl for Teresa
Rayburn, Researcher.

D

SPRING BREAK 97 Tight

budget, no money?? STS Is
offering Panama City and
Daytona Beach, Florida from
$119. Call STS at 1-B00-6484849 for details
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT Earn

to $3,000-$6,000+/month in
fisheries, parks, resorts. Airfare!
Food/lodging! Get all the options.·
Call (919) 918-7767, ext A327
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Eam to
$2,000+/month plus free wor1d
travel )Europe, Caribbean, etc.)
No exp nee. Room/board. Ring
(919) 918-7767, ext. C327.
BEST HOTELS & lowest prices
for Spring-Break beach
destinations. Florida, Cancun,
etc. Call now for rooms or sign up
as Inter-Campus Rep 800-3276013.
CRUISE & LAND TOUR-

EMPLOYMENT Industry offers
travel (Hawaii,
Mexico,
Caribbean), incomparable
benefits, & good pay. Find out
how to start the application
process now.Cruise Employment
Services provides the answers.
Call 800-276-4948 Ext. C5346
EUROPE $155 within USA $79$129. Caribb/Mexlco $189.r/t.
Cheap fares everywhere.
a i r h itch O net co m ..co m
www.lslcom.fr/alrhltch 800-326·2009
"'

.....

~
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Dis:iatisfied

0

Satisfied

D

Neutral

Very satisfied

The available computers have been placed in
five labs and in tlie library. Are you satisfied
with this clustering?

D

Very dissatisfied

D

D

Dissatisfied

0

Satisfied

D

~eutral

Very satisfied

The accessibility of these computers given the
opening hours of the labs and library:

D

D

Panama City! Room with kitchen
near bars $1191 Daytona-best
. location $1391 Florida's new hot
spot-Cocoa Beach Hilton $1691
springbreaktravel.corn 1-800678-6386. '

1,

D

Very dissatisfied

D

Dissatisfied

D

Neutral

D Very satisfied
The availability of required software on
machines in the computer facilities:

FLORIDA SPRING BREAKI

.

Very dissatisfied

D

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH
NEED CASH? Buy, sell, trade!
We pay top $$ for your music.

mation about the meeting or
the survey can contact
Chaudri at 696-2694.

r~---~----------------,
Computer Users Survey

1

PIT ADM. SECRETARY needed
for local small corporation.
Duties include office mamaglng,
filing, typing (45 wpm) and
general bookkeeping. Prefer
applicant with computer
experience.· Applicant must be
neat, honest, organized and
dependable. For info call (304)
696-6488, Angela,_or(304) 5292555, Bill. EOE. '

EAST PEA RIDGE 1 BR apt.

respond to concerns voic~d by
the users.
Those wanting more infor-

" , ~'

•
'

'

Satisfied

Very dissatisfied

0

D

Dissatisfied

D

Neutral

D Very satisfied
The state of hardware available in the computer facilities:
D Very dissatisfied
D Dissatisfied
D Neutral
0 Satisfied
D Very satisfied
The service provided by the staff manning the
-1 computer facilities:
I
I 0
I
I
I

Satisfied

Very dissatisfied

0

Satisfied

D

Dissatisfied

D

D

Neutral

Very satisfied

L------------------------~
The Department of Residence Services
is now taking applications for
FALL 1997/SPRING 1998 Resident Advisors
Resident Advisors (RAs) provide guidance and
leadership to a floor of approximately 30 residents.
Applicants must have a 2.3 cumulative GPA (grad
· students 3.0 GPA) and have achieved sophomore
status, or be in their second full year of college, by Fall
~997. Compensation includes:
*Free Single Room *19 Meal Plan *Small Stipend
*Valuable employment and leadership experience!
Applications may be picked up at the Department of
Residence Services or at the front desk of any
residence hall. Deadline Is March 14.
Call 696-6208 with questions.

Don't Forget this
week's new stuff:
•U2
• VanMorrlson
•Soul

LOW COST Spay/Neuter Cllnlc

Dogs $40-$45, Cats $20-$35
Financial assistance to those who
qualify. Call for appointment. 523PAWS

Call 522-0021

Baseball game rained out
The Marshall University baseball team's game against
future Mid-American Conference opponent Eastern
Michigan scheduled for today has been canceled due to
rain. This,is the second time the weather has put a
damper on the baseball season. Three matches against
VMI were cancelled last weekend.
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Baseball team loses to Cincinnati 13-3
•

by NAWAR W. SHORA
reporter

Even with all the recent
bad weather that struck the
area, the baseball team was
able to play Tuesday against
the University of Cincinnati.
The team was leading after
the first three innings of the
game, but by the end of the
game Marshall h ad lost 13 to

3.

>

••

•

week and ·it showed. On the
Coach Craig Antush said, other hand, we did get in a
"We couldn't execute offen- few practices. Still, we need to
sively or defensively."
get into the game playing rouSteve Ball scored during the tine," Antush said.
second inning to give Marshall.
"It was a day of bad luck, we
a one to nothing lead.
played a very bad game all
However, Cincinnati scored around"
three runs during the fourth
Antush said the weather
inning and Marshall could did _not· affect the game. The
not come back.
University of Cincinnati had
''We hadn't play~d in a a good facility that was not

affected by the r ain except for
Antush said Western Cara few soft spots on the field, olina was a very strong team
h e said.
in the Herd's conference.
Marshall was supposed to . "We have to continue to
play Eastern Michigan today, improve with our basic fundabut the game was canceled mentals and we n eed on e
because of the flooding on .the geod break( Antush said.
home field.
If we beat a team by a lot of
The team will be heading runs it will then give a lot of
southeast to Cullowhee, N.C., confidence for the team, until
to face off against Western then, it's going to be a chalCarolina University.
lenge."

CASH FOR HOMEOWNERS
CREDrr PA08LEMS UNDERSTOOD
No

,.., .

-

SURVEY
Nearly 40% of all
Freshmen who
completed a recent
survey reported that they
use the Marshall
University Health and
Fitness Center located in
Gullickson Hall.
Take a towel and your
1.0. and check it out - it's
free to Marshall
Students!!

Health & Fitness
Center Hours:
M-Th 6:30am - 9 pm
Fri. 6:30 am - 6 pm
Sat. & Sun. 1 - 6 pm
Survey sponsored by
Student Health
Education Pr, rams.

JOE LIMLE
Current Graduate Student Senator
is running for

BOARD OF ADVISORS
& BOARD OF TRUSTEES
He proposed:
./WF/WP period be extended to the 12th week
of the semester
✓Extending the hours of the elections and
equalizing the days to vote between the fall
and spring semesters.
"A voice for all the students,
not just graduates"

)

I
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Images of the. SC tournament
Keith Veney set an NCAA ,record, and the women's team won ·a title

Before Saturday night's game against Appy ·St., Marshall's Keith Veney (left) was just four three-point field
goals away from passing Radford's Doug Day for the
most three-pointers in a career. (Above) As John Brannen
(33) looks on, Veney releases a three-point shot that
would find the basket and give him sole posession of the
NCAA career three-point record.

Senior
Sidney
Coles (rlg~t) soars
- to the basket for a ••
layup
against
Georgia Southern
in the · second
round of the tournament. Coles was
named to the second team All-Conference, aftertak:lng over the at
point guard and
leading the Herd to
a · 20-wln season
and a trip to the
conference .champion-ship game.

The Herd's Kerl Simmons (above)
talks to WMUL reporter Angela Henderson after Marshall's women's
basketball team claimed the Southern Conference title. Sin'lme>ns was
named first team All-Conference,
and also collected the tournament's
MVP award. The team cuts down the
net (below).

NEW!! Apartment Units
Convenient 6th & 7th Ave Location

Available in April
1-2 BR Units

-Central Heat/Air •Dishwasher

OR

T

Available in July
1-2-3 BR Units

529-0001 '

I
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•Laundry Facility •PARKING
•Furnished or Unfurn.

. . . . . . - . - . -- . . - . . -- . . - . . . . . . .
"Infectious 12-Strlng Riffs Backed by II
Solid Groove" - From Morgantown, WV

STUDENT
LEGAL AID-

.

Assists

•

MU Students

The Karl Shuman Band ·
Performing

....

with
•Legal Problems
•Campus Problems
•Academic Problems

.....

Friday, March 7 at 1O pm

Office Hours:
Monday-Friday

at

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

©~O~oouD~w ©~~@

Located in MSC 2W23

1555 Third Ave.

696-2285

Medical Weight Reduction Center

(Weight Loss)
a. How Do I Lose _
Excessive Weight?
A. Through Nutritional
Counseling and Diet Pills
(If Needed)

,......

Lile is a highway

N.C.

or

Editor recalls final SC tourn•y

bust

I

Every year, the Parthenon and WMUL head to North Carolina
for the Southern Conference Tournament. This year would be
the last, as Marshall moves into the MAC next season. The
Herd would go out with a bang as both the men's and women's
teams made it to the championship games. Follow Dan
Londeree as he recalls his weekend with the members of the
WMUL sports staff, and looks back on MU's final SC.tourney.

Friday in ~lfel
.
Thursday, March 6 , 1997
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"This is the best food variSome local residents might
ety I've seen in Huntington,"
hav~ noticed a new aroma
Barazi said. "It's like home
recently in the vicinity of the
cooking with an international
Science Building.
twist."
The source is not some
Thomas S. McCheney ~!i
weird chemical concoction,
Krista L. Duncan have visited
but one of Huntington's
"It's a nice change from the restaurant and enjoy the the cafe three times so far.
"My wife is the main cook,
newest restaurants.
"It's the only place that we
In September, the Inter- but we also employ one pro- usual hamburger and fries," Arabic music playing in the
are aware of that you can get
national Cafe opened its fessional cook and two wait- Sadat said. "I think it's a good backround.
variety. I especially like it
"This is my second time Middle Eastern food," Mcdoors along 17th Street, resses."
In addition to the regular because it is so close to cam- here," Hall said. "I like the Cheney said.
across 3rd Avenue from the
Science Building. Since then, menu, the restaurant offers pus and the . workers are idea of having American and . "I like the stuffed grape
Arabic food. I had beans and leaves the pest," Duncan said, .
the Tri-State area may have 10 vegetarian meals that are exceptionally courteous."
Charles E. Medows, Keri K spheha [a Middle-Eastern . "The tabuleh [a Middle East-·
developed a new multination- "healthy, tasty and delicious,"
·
Hall and Kairy Barazi are meat pie]."
Khader said.
em salad] is the best I've ever
al taste.
Barazi
said
his favorite had, not only in Huntingon,
third-year
medical
students
Anis
Sadat,
Huntington
Dr. Majed Khader, assistant
professor in charge of govern- graduate, said he visits the who said they come from their item is the Shawarma· sand- but anywhere."
Ingredients for the meals
ment documents at the International Cafe about rotation at Cabell Huntington wich, known as the Gyro ~
Hospital to have lunch in the Greece.
are difficult to find in . the
Morrow Library, said he three times a week.
local area, Khader said.
opened the restaurant as an
"We always have fresh
investment and to bring a
ingredients," Khader said.
new taste to town.
"But sometimes we have to
The International Cafe ofimport those ingredients from
fers a unique mixture of
as far away as Chicago and
Middle Eastern, Greek and
California."
American food, Khader said.
Parking, as at some of the
"We live in a global village
downtown
restaurants, is also
but we are lacking such types
an issue. Only street-side
of food in our local communiparking is available for Interty," Khader said. "So I thought
national Cafe customers.
it was nice to introduce this to
As for the menu, Khader
the local community.
said it is frequently updated. ·
"Starting a business is not
"We constantly plan to add
an easy thing, but the signs
new items to our menu, deare looking good so far,"
pending on customer deKhader said. "Even though
mand," he said.
we did not officially advertise, : ·
A quick check of the Huntour good food, good service ·
. ington , phone book revealed
and reasonable prices have
that the International Cafe is
caused word of mouth ·to
the only one in the area with
bring us our customers."
a Middle Eastern-GreekAlthough the restaurant is
American menu.
located next to the Steel of
"I think it is the only one of
West Virginia building, about
its kind in the Tri-State area
half the customers l:lre from
that .serves. this kind of food,"
Marshall, while considerably
·
Khader said, "Food is part of
fewer customers are from the
culture and I want to introsteel mill, Khader said.
duce the Middle Eastern cul"More recently, we have
been getting customers from The International Cafe, which opened In September, offers Middle Eastern and Greek cuisine, ture to the local area. People
as far away as Ashland and as well as some American fare. Almost half of Its customer, are Marshall students, owner should come,_try the food and
Ironton," he said.
. ·o r. Majed Khader said, but people from Ironton and Ashland are beginning to filter in to give find out for themselves."
-the restaurant their own taste test.
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